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infamous wiki fandom powered by wikia - welcome to the official infamous wiki the wiki about the playstation exclusive
open world super hero video game series that anyone can edit this wiki is led and monitored by bureaucrats redexx shrev64
along with the infamous wiki staff note this wiki covers information about the infamous series and as such may contain
spoilers, infamous series the super gaming wiki fandom powered - infamous is a series of open world video games
developed by sucker punch productions and published by sony computer entertainment exclusively for the playstation 3
video game console the series follows the adventures of superhero cole macgrath as he uses his own powers to decide his
own destiny of either good or evil, infamous series playstation wiki fandom powered by wikia - infamous is an open
world action adventure game franchise made by sucker punch productions and is exclusive to playstation so far there are 3
retail games in the main series titled infamous infamous 2 and infamous second son and two non canon downloadable
game titled infamous festival of, infamous series wiki everipedia - infamous stylized as infamous is a series of action
adventure platformer video games developed by sucker punch productions and published by sony computer entertainment
exclusively for playstation 3 and playstation 4 video game consoles the series follows the adventures of cole macgrath
delsin rowe and abigail fetch walker super powered conduits who must decide their own destinies of, infamous video game
wikipedia - sucker punch developed infamous as a change of pace from their earlier sly cooper series of stealth based
games but using a similar comic book inspired origin story to help the player become more connected with cole the game s
pacing in the introduction of new super powers and ease of movement about the city by unconventional means were critical
factors during development, infamous series wikipedia republished wiki 2 - infamous is the first game in the series
released in 2009 to rave reviews by the gaming press the game explains the origins of cole macgrath a bike courier who
gained his electrical based powers after surviving a large explosion in empire city caused by the package he was carrying
containing the ray sphere, infamous the complete series infamous fanon wiki - this article infamous the complete series
is currently under active construction the author apologizes for the inconvenience this article infamous the complete series
was written by kesslerbeast, infamous series characters all the tropes - he then recruits cole to recover and destroy the
ray sphere however as cole carries out the second part of the plan john is absorbed by the blast and is seemingly killed he
returns in infamous 2 revealing himself as the beast having been empowered from the ray sphere at the same time it ripped
his body apart atom by atom, powers infamous wiki fandom powered by wikia - infamous electromagnetic shockwave
cole swings his arms to fire an electric shockwave at his target draining him of a small amount of energy in addition to
pushing back enemies it can also reflect thrown grenades and rockets, infamous predictions scumbob wiki fandom
powered by wikia - also the user hermit ren thinks that this is the last episode containing his least favorite thing from the
series the exaggerated expressions pineapple rv edit right now very few people think that this episode will be infamous but
some people think that it will be a squidward torture episode some people also dislike this screenshot below, infamous
series ultimate pop culture wiki fandom - infamous stylized as infamous is a series of action adventure platformer video
games developed by sucker punch productions and published by sony computer entertainment exclusively for playstation 3
and playstation 4 video game consoles the series follows the adventures of cole macgrath, infamous video game series
all the tropes wiki - infamous is a game developed by sucker punch known for the sly cooper series released in may 2009
the player takes on the role of cole macgrath average joe bike messenger in the new york stand in of empire city while
delivering a package one day actually a super empowering device called, infamous batman wikia fandom powered by
wikia - infamous is the thirteenth episode and season finale of the fifth season of nbc s the batman it first aired on march 11
2013 it is the sixty fifth episode overall contents show synopsis as the joker torments bruce with his kidnapping of alfred
night settles in again and the chaos returns
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